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Model is wearing Earrings 14312FP
see previous page 

and Necklace 90257918
see page 7

14290FP - $24500 14312FP - $52500

shown on model (right)
14280FP - $23500

300500FWP - $24000 14306FP - $42000 14311FP - $23000

Cover Model is wearing 03/228-E (pg. 24), 90255618, and 90255323 (see at www.carlacorp.com)

Catalog is priced at Triple Key ($1,250 Gold Market) Prices are subject to change without notice.

L&R

L&RL&R L&R

PEARLS ARE GOING 
FASHION-FORWARD

CONTEMPORARY STYLES FEATURING TIMELESS PEARLS
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Model is wearing Earrings 03/065 
(see at www.carlacorp.com)

and Necklace 902578FP18
see next page 

21/236FP - $25000 21/316FP - $23500

05/210-18 - $26000 07/210-7 - $24500

14310FP - $22000

The versatility of a pearl is what makes 
the designs so captivating. They can be 
fashion-forward or timeless and classic, 

making them a favorite choice 
for jewelry. 

   
   

L&R

13532FP-B - $20500

L&R
14248FP - $21000

14277FP - $23500

902578FP18 - $43000

shown on model (left)
14244FPMINI - $14000

L&R

03/608FP - $20500
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CAPTIVATING
CHARMS

03/606-PSTAR - $20000 03/606-STAR - $20000

03/606-PHEART - $20000 03/606-HEART - $20000

03/606-BALL - $18000

03/606-M&S - $2000003/606-XO - $20000

21/3091- $13000 21/3092 - $22500

21/283-18
$34500

21/636-18
$22500

21/3211-18
$27000

21/3221-18 - $27000

05/600-7.5 -  $18500

Bring a sense of fun to your look 
with these adorable charms. 

See them at www.carlacorp.com

21/3221-M - $18500

L&R

L&R

This lovely charm 
collection features dainty 
shapes like stars, moons, 
hearts, x’s and o’s.

This adorable charm hoop 
earring gives a delicate 

charm look while appealing 
to those who love hoops!

03/608 - $18000

EVERYONE WANTS

ROSEGOLD 
The ever-growing Rose Gold trend 

continues and with that so does our 
collection. Our always favorited styles 

are now available in Rose Gold. 

14190R - $25500

05/141R - $33000

02/141R - $43000

21/3222R - $17000

21/4179R- $38500

L&R

L&R

L&R

21/3213R - $15000

21/3189R - $14500

L&R

12/114R - $7500

05/605R - $22500

21/604R - $39000

03/376R - $48000 03/370R - $54500
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CHOOSE 
YOUR SHAPE 
YOUR STYLE

12959MINI - $31500 13592HAMMINI - $32500

14308 - $48000

see on model (right) 

L&R
14280  - $31000

Delicate curves, twists, and turns 
describe these dramatic earrings. 
These intricately handmade styles 
look effortlessly flawless. 

90257918 - $35500

see on model page 2

14299 - $32500

Model is wearing Earrings 14308 
see previous page 

and Necklace 90254018
(see at www.carlacorp.com)
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14307HAM - $33500

L&R

324000MINI - $3000011841HAMMINI - $42000 11841MINI - $40500

14309 - $52500

L&R
338100 - $31000 14258 - $60500

L&RL&R

14282 - $30000

L&R

14258MINI - $32500

L&R

14283 - $33000

Standout in style while wearing 
our whimsical threader earrings. 

They are truly one of a kind. 

L&R

14281 - $20500

L&R

343100 - $39500

Sophistication and elegance join together to 
create these double leafed dangling earrings. 

The eye-catching style will leave everyone in awe.  

L&R
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CHANNELING A 
MODERN 

LOOK
Clean lines, structural shapes, and an 

emphasis on horizontal and vertical designs, 
the modern look is the trend to have.  

13052 - $35000

shown on model (right)

 90255318 - $28500

90257720 - $45000

shown on model (right)

21/492 - $3700021/430 - $28000 

Structural fashion is a 
widely popular trend. 
This collection of modern 
linear styles is perfect for 
those looking for some 
modern style.  

13053 - $29500

21/479 - $37000

Model is wearing Earrings 13052 
and Necklace 90255720 

see previous page 
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Model is wearing Earrings 14313 
see next page 

and Necklace 4540CHN18
(see at www.carlacorp.com)

14315HAM - $26000

Our new favorite spiral earrings are both 
edgy and for the fun and fashionable. 

14316HAM - $20500

Make your style stand out in these avante 
-garde inspired triangle patterned earrings. 

ANGULAR, INNOVATIVE

& ABSTRACT
Define your look with our newest collection of contemporary 

styles featuring angular, symmetrical, and asymmetrical designs. 

14313 - $47500

shown on model (left)

All about the symmetry...
these earrings know how to 

make a statement.

L&R L&R
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14291HAM - $30500

7839MINI - $3100013292MINI - $3350013021MINI - $32000

13414HAMMINI - $3900013261MINI - $29000

13057MINI - $34500

L&R

4110 - $41500

14314 - $43000

L&R

L&R

This multi-layered style features three simple 
tapered ovals set in contrast with the center 

oval featuring a flat finish. The stylish piece is right on 
trend with today’s contemporary scene. 

14285 - $35000
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Style 21/407-OVAL
see next page 

CHANGING THE 
SHAPE & WEIGHT 

OF JEWELRY
Using our innovative and exclusive Electroform Process, we have created a unique 

collection of large in-style designs. The affordable luxury styles are unique in that they  
are lightweight, comfortable, but make a big impression. 

These bold earrings give you all the drama needed for a 
statement earring, while portraying a refined classic look. 

This multi-faceted electroform design can be worn two different ways, 
with or without the bottom hoop...but we like it with. 

21/407-OVAL - $89000

shown on model (left)

21/4187 - $75500

6mm x 30mm
21/3107 - $6950021/4185 - $1,44500

6mm x 40mm
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21/3108 - $2400021/3111 - $24000 21/ 3109 - $24000

21/3132 - $29500

21/4186 - $40500 21/4001 - $29000

21/469 - $23500 21/275 - $33000 21/244 - $30500

21/424 - $35000 21/490 - $37000 21/453 - $32500

21/4003 - $36000

21/447 - $34500

21/3113 - $24000

21/3119 - $3900021/4002 - $34000 21/478 - $36000

L&R

L&R

L&R

L&R

21/480 - $79000

This style defining electroform earring 
has an interlocking design similar to a love 

knot style, but in a hoop version. 

21/322 - $36000

This hoop design takes an
angular approach to the always

curved hoop earring trend. 

21/425 - $1,00000

This triple hoop electroform design
brings three hoops together through a 

series twists and turns. 

L&RL&R
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21/467 - $39000

Defining curves and an hourglass 
shape describes this unique 

hoop earring. 

21/449  - $30000

This delicate hoop features a 
double leaf pattern creating a whimsical

delicate earring look. 

21/432 - $26000

This design defines curves. 
It is intricately designed to feature twists 

and turns at every angle.  

L&R

21/437 - $28000 21/466 - $36500 21/476 - $41000

21/472 - $21500 21/428 - $26000 21/429 - $25500

21/444 - $30000 21/465 - $34000

21/420 - $27000 21/431 - $28000 21/468 - $39000

21/441 - $28000 21/427 - $26000 21/440 - $28000

21/460 - $34500 21/446 - $30000 21/459 - $34000

21/433 - $28000

L&R

L&RL&RL&R

L&R
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Model is wearing 03/228-E 
see next page 

and Earrings 90255618
see at www.carlacorp.com “ANYTHING BUT SUBTLE” 

HOOPS!
 

03/228-E - $69500

shown on model (left)

These 3mm x 70mm Endless Hoops bring fashionable fun to hoop design. 
It’s easy to wear endless closing makes for extra comfort all day. 

03/228 - $77000

Be bold in our 3mm x 70mm Snapdown Hoop Earrings. 
These statement hoops were meant to be seen. 
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Step up your style game 
with these 3mm x 60mm 
gold hoops. Available in 
both endless and 
snapdown closures. 

03/372 - $65500    
03/372-E - $65000

ENDLESSSNAP-DOWN

03/782 - $31500

03/782-E - $30500

These 1.5mm x 50mm hoops 
will be your “wear with 
everything” style. Plus its 
available as an endless or 
snapdown style!

ENDLESSSNAP-DOWN

These are for the woman who 
knows her style and wants 
everyone to notice it. At 1.5mm 
thickness and 80mm width, 
these are show-stopping hoops.  

03/783-E - $50000    

ENDLESS

Sleek and slender 
describes these 70mm 
hoops. At 1.5mm thick, 
these hoops add a touch 
of fashion flair to 
your look. 

03/293 - $47500

03/293-E - $44500

The bigger the hoops the 
bigger the look. Try one 
of our largest and 
boldest styles at 70mm 
and 2.5mm thickness.
  

03/227 - $70500

03/227-E - $67500

ENDLESS

ENDLESS

SNAP-DOWN

SNAP-DOWN

03/226 - $58500

03/226-E - $56500

These must-have hoops 
measure 2.5mm x 60mm 
and are available in 
both endless and
snapdown closures. 

ENDLESSSNAP-DOWN
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03/192 - $33500

This avante-garde earring measures 40mm. 
Its unique look links the classic hoop style 

with the modern threader.

03/190 -  $36000

Simple hoop earrings 
just became a lot more 

interesting with this 
unique take on the 

design, featuring a ball 
post and chain addition. 

03/191 - $44500

Challenging the typical hoop earring design, 
this post earring features two different sized hoops 

interlocking with each other. 

03/189 -  $26000

Small hoops with a big 
look. These small hoops 

feature a ball post top 
and chain; creating a 

modern hoop look 
with a post earring fit. 
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01/819-04
$42500

01/819-10
$38500

902576MIX7.5 - $30000

01/845-CORAL
 $26500

05/144-CORAL
 $24000

01/815-20
 $25000

902546BT26-SS - $11000     902546CI26-SS - $10500     

902546PE26-SS - $13000        902546AM26-SS - $10000

NOW AVAILABLE IN 
STERLING SILVER!

RADIANT 
GEMSTONES

Gemstones give jewelry a chance to 
truly standout from the crowd. 

Whether it’s a sparkle of blue topaz or a 
rich look of deep garnet, a gemstone makes 

a style truly unique. 

902546FP26-SS - $7500  

05/813-12 - $32000 

05/813-03BB - $35500 

05/813-09 - $36000

05/813-03 - $32000

05/813-04 - $32000

05/813-10BB - $34000 

05/813-04BB - $31500 

05/813-06 - $32000

05/813-07 - $38000

05/813-01 - $31500

05/813-06BB
$33000

01/813-10BB 
$22000

01/813W-03BB 
$2550001/217-08 - $32500

05/555OX- $36000

03/606RQ-M 
$19500

03/606SA-M
 $21500

03/606EM-M
$21500

05/813-10 - $36500

05/813-11 - $32500

05/813-08 - $31500

05/813-05 - $37500

05/813-02 - $32500
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STUNNING IN
STERLING SILVER
Some of our newest electroform and wire made earrings are now available in Sterling Silver. 

To view them and more silver styles, visit www.carlacorp.com.

71/401-OVAL - $1600071/467 - $9500

4308-SS - $13000

71/425 - $1600071/480 - $15000

71/4092 - $15500

71/4179 - $8500

64/588 - $9000 71/3189 - $5500

L&R

L&R

L&R L&R

71/4186 - $9500

71/4187 - $13000

L&R

L&R

4173-SS - $20500

71/4185 - $17500

4309-SS - $21500

71/426 - $30000

shown on model (left)
L&R
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14190-SS - $7500 14194HAM-SS - $9000 14283-SS - $7000

14276HAM-SS - $10000 14257-SS - $9000 14286-SS - $6500

13848-SS - $800063/395 - $850063/155 - $10000

L&R

L&R

L&R

L&R

33 34

65/605 - $7000

13056-R-SS - $8000

90256218-SS -  $14500

62/888 - $550013056-SS - $6000

71/3221-M
$6000

67/114 
$7500

902547HAM-SS - $14000

Also available in 14KT Yellow Gold
902547HAM $61000

902577HAM-SS - $20000

902587HAM-SS - $23500

902575HAM-SS - $22000
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